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*Burson-Marsteller, 2016

The system of traffic doesn’t work
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Finland 

ARPU 
(Average Revenue Per User)

in Transport 
~300 € / month

Telecom 
~30 € / month

Global Market 

10 000 000 000 000 € 
(10 trillion €)
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Our Solution – The Netflix Of Transportation



15 minutes package for 135 € / month:

• 15 minutes from call to pick up with no more than 15 

minutes delay compared to driving.

• No parking hassle

Business world package for 800 € / month:

• 5 minutes pickup in all EU

• Black car status everywhere

• Working conditions  guaranteed

Pay as you’re moved:

• Bike and segway service included

• 20 cents per minute in vehicles with others in 

• 30 cents per minute for a nice car

• 50 cents per minute for a personal driver

• Only vehicles that use renewable energy

Cup of tea guarantee

• All your rides combined

• Morning tea included

• Tinder extension for a great weekend

• Movember special rides

MaaS Packages

Family package for 1 200 € / month:

• Enough space and child seats guaranteed

• Always  traceable and safe trips for kids

• Includes one long family trip every month

• Home delivery included



Emmi is a 28 year old single woman, living in Espoo.

 She recently purchased her first home and she works in 

the city centre of Helsinki at a bank. Emmi owns a car.

 Emmi loves evenings out with friends, spending time 

with family, jogging with her dog and the occasional 

weekend getaways.

…how much does Emmi spend on mobility? 

Example 1: Introducing Emmi
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• Most of the cost of owning a car is hidden 

 Ownership: finance cost, registration, insurance, maintenance, 

unexpected costs, depreciation 

 Usage: fuel, parking (resident parking, on-street parking), tyres, tolls 

• The average annual cost of running a car is around 5 180 € 

each year

• Car is parked average for around 96% of the time – so usage 

is actually only 4 % 

How much does a car actually cost?
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Emmi today
 Emmi uses public transportation for 

daily commuting because parking in 

the city is a nightmare and with car 

she would get stuck in congestion 

every morning and afternoon. 

 Emmi owns a 5 year old Toyota 

Avensis which she uses mostly for 

her weekend getaways with friends 

and visit her family. And IKEA.

 A couple of times a month, after a 

night out in Helsinki, she takes a 28 

€ taxi ride home.

1 253 € each year

- regional ticket 102,40 € / 30 days + city bike 25 €

4 998 € each year

- average cost of a car in a year is 5 180 €

480 € each year

- average spending for a taxi in a year, 1-2 trips per 

month, average price 26,7 € (Espoo)

6 731 € each year, 

561 € a month



Flexibility Package

• Unlimited public transport

• Unlimited bike share

• 100 km / month of taxi + ride 

share

• 8 hours of car share

• One weekend car rental 

• Grocery & food delivery

*Packages are examples

Do you believe this could be provided 
with less than 560 € a month?
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Current MaaS Packages – Offered Today



Introducing Whim, 
the world’s first true 
MaaS Solution
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”THE NETFLIX OF TRANSPORTATION”

WWW.WHIMAPP.COM

LIVE, IN TEST USE IN HELSINKI

ACCEPTING PUBLIC PRE-ORDERS

LAUNCHING IN OCTOBER 2016
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GREENER CITIES

MAKING SURE YOU ARE 

NOT A POLLUTER

HAPPIER LIVING

OFFER YOU A TRUE 

FREEDOM OF MOBILITY

LESS HASSLE

TAKING AWAY THE PAIN 

OF “HOW DO I GET THERE”

MORE FREE TIME

GIVING BACK YOU 90 

MINUTES TO YOUR DAY



What is MaaS?

The First Customer Experiences



Better than Owning a Car

VARIETY OF OPERATORS AND TRANSPORT 

PROVIDERS, IN ONE PLATFORM, ONE SINGLE 

SOLUTION (APP)
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Better than Owning a Car

“To give away my car, transitions to rental shop 
need to be really smooth”

“I would like to take my own bike to the train 
station, and then continue on a train. Could the 
service offer these routes?

“Ultimately, I would need to be able to include 
all my own owned mobility modes too”

”I would love to rent out my own car in the 
service”



Much More than a Trip 

Planner

DOOR-TO-DOOR JOURNEYS, ALL YOUR 

TRIPS, FROM A TO B TO Z – WITH AN 

ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE



More than a Trip Planner

“Opting to take a taxi is really based on a 
feeling, mood”

“I need to be able to choose easily, whether I 
first choose the mode of transport, or whether 
I search for a route first”

“When I open the app, it should show as a 
default a trip I am about to take – and I could 
choose it with one click”



Monthly Subscription for 

All Transportation
PAYMENT AND TICKETING HANDLED IN 

THE BACKGROUND, ALL YOUR TICKETS 

IN ON PLACE



Monthly Subscription

“I really don’t know my monthly needs yet. I 
would need to see my history, to be able to 
evaluate the subscriptions”

“Recommendations by friends work really well, 
and trials as well”

“I wasn’t really paying attention to the points –
just if something cost double to another 
choice”



Everything’s Set 

at a Press of a Button
SIMPLE AND EASY CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

AT THE CORE



Simple User Experience

“It all comes down to how intuitive and 
personal the service will be”

“I would love an even stronger calendar 
integration – it would cancel the appointments 
that I can’t make, would send messages if I am 
running late etc.”

“It should know more about my next upcoming 
moves, than I do”
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From Ownership to Experience 

WHY OWN AND DRIVE AN OLD CAR –
WHEN YOU COULD USE A BRAND NEW 
ONE, WHENEVER YOU NEED? 



Freedom from  

ownership
A single app

Increased  

efficiency

Access to all

transport  

without the need 

to own a car

Hassle free User friendly More revenue

Increased 

utilization rate 

and route 

optimization 

with on-demand 

routing

One intuitive 

app to manage 

your travel 

needs

All Your Mobility – One Single Solution



Evolution of the MaaS Markets



Winner takes it all

Three ways for markets to evolve
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Public transportation 

takes it all

Roaming ecosystem

Mobility as 

a Service 

(aggregators)

Transportation

providers



• Transport policy goals achieved

– Without public spending

– Without banning cars

• New tools for managing transport

– Incentives

– Game rules

– Customer rights

• Strong policy leadership

• What is needed

– Mindshift from provider to enabler

– Roaming of transport (operators accessing all transport modes)

– Game rules (Market description, Data transfer and ownership, customer rights etc)

– Possible incentives to end users to kick-start markets and to cover low-density areas

Public Sector and MaaS
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Call for 

Partners 

12/2014

Business plan with 

24 organizations

Q1-Q2 / 2015

Three areas 

open - MVP

2016

Commercial Launch -

Full product, 

5-10 areas

2017

Global availability

2018 - 2020

Roadmap 2015-2020
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LOOKING FOR TWO NEW 

LOCATIONS FOR 2016 - 2017



See
Whim Live

in 2016
KAJ PYYHTIÄ

www.whimapp.com
CXO, Co-founder, MaaS Global Ltd

kaj.pyyhtia@maas.global

+358 50 541 3797


